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The purpose of this comprehensive annotated bibliography is to collect in one document the diverse perspectives in the field of teaching English language learners (ELLs). In formulating the list, we sought to provide different audiences with readings that will involve, inform, and inspire educators to better serve the English language learners in U.S. schools.

The audiences who might find this bibliography of interest are educators of ELLs, mainstream/content teachers, school administrators, and school personnel involved with these students. In addition, differing levels of knowledge in the field of TESOL have been incorporated. Although we have attempted to provide broad coverage of the field, many important books that duplicate information already present in the list are not included. In addition, many fine books that present complex research studies or deal with more technical areas of linguistics are also not included. The focus of this bibliography remains, as promised, on teachers and other school personnel who are involved with our English language learners.
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Academic Literacy and English Language Learners

Many English learners achieve a working knowledge of English without reaching the level of academic literacy necessary to succeed in higher education. This section contains a collection of resources that take a look at this issue.


This report, co-funded by the Carnegie Foundation and the Center for Applied Linguistics, is a 56-page document outlining the challenges that secondary ELLs face in trying to meet grade-level academic expectations while they are still acquiring the English language. *Double the Work* outlines an action-oriented agenda that includes reform in teacher education and educational research, reform in school administration practices for ELLs, and the introduction of new instructional approaches likely to increase student achievement. This report is crucial reading for all individuals who work with secondary ELLs, whether as classroom teachers, support teachers, or administrators. It is available online.


CRESPAR (Center for Research on the Education of Students Placed at Risk) commissioned Diane August, leading researcher and writer in academic literacy, to address the role of oral English development in the literacy progress of ELLs. Using the framework of *Put Reading First* (National Reading Panel 2003) it tackles the long-standing debate over whether or not to delay reading and writing instruction until oral English proficiency is attained. It also addresses the role of family literacy, discusses issues related to assessment of ELLs, and provides some suggestions for classroom practices that are promising for the fostering of ELL literacy. This report is for the serious educator involved in elementary instruction.


*Developing Literacy* is a 600+ page compilation of the most current research in the field of literacy for English language learners from preschool through adult. It is co-edited by Diane August, today’s leading writer on academic literacy for ELLs and Timothy Shanahan, a noted researcher in the literacy field. It is the summation work of the National Literacy Panel on Language-Minority Children and Youth, an extension of the National Reading Panel, which has set the national agenda for literacy instruction in this decade. While the size may be daunting,
serious educators who are committed to the research-based education of ELLs will appreciate the range of the text and the new insights it brings to the field, especially the role of oral literacy in the development of written literacy and the new demographics of ELLs in the United States. The article is available online.


This thirteen-page article details the results of a study that investigated the effects of school tracking and English proficiency on the academic achievement of English learners. It is an important topic for teachers and program administrators in the field of English language development.


Chamot and O’Malley are leading writers in the field of academic language development and assessment of academic literacy. The Handbook remains a classic in the area of academic literacy, learning strategies, and study skills for English learners. It is most valuable for examining content-specific (science, math, social studies and literature) language and effective instructional techniques for the ELL content-based classroom. It is a valuable text for both the ESL/bilingual educator and content area teachers.


This article is a classic for educators of ELLs. It provides a brief overview of the effect of age on English acquisition and the difficulties language learners face when entering school as adolescents. The article contains the often-discussed Cummins model of the dimensions of language proficiency (Cummins, J. 1991. “The Role of Primary Language Development in Promoting Educational Success for Language Minority Students.” In Schooling and Language Minority Students: A Theoretical Framework, edited by California Department of Education. Los Angeles: California State University, Los Angeles.). While brief, this article is a door into the key elements of the acquisition of academic language. It is written for both the novice and the veteran ELL teacher.


This landmark article discusses and elaborates on Jim Cummins’s work on the amount of time necessary for English language learners to acquire the academic language of school at a level
commensurate with their grade level native-English-speaking peers. It examines factors in the acquisition rate including societal factors, input and interaction, and the value of bilingual/biliteracy programs for ELLs. This short article is available online at www.ncela.gwu.edu. It is a good first article for educators who are beginning to explore the field of ELL education.


Now in its third edition, this text provides a broad introduction to educational issues associated with English language learners. The text has a brief overview of many diverse areas including language structure and acquisition, overview of the language skills, assessment, bilingual education, and culturally responsive teaching. It serves as a valuable introduction to the field for content teachers and school administrators. Individual chapters serve as an orientation for more intensive study in a particular area for future teachers of ELLs.


The SIOP (Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol) began as a project of the Center for Applied Linguistics to determine effective instructional practices for English language learners in content classrooms, ESL classrooms, and sheltered content classrooms. Through observing teacher practices, a series of classroom techniques and approaches were compiled. This short text is part of a larger program of related books, videotapes, seminars, and training sessions centering on the identified instructional practices. The SIOP Model is popular in large school districts as an inservice model.


Kenneth Folse is a major writer in vocabulary development for ELLs. Recent research has suggested that the dearth of vocabulary instruction in the ELL classroom and the resulting vocabulary gap between high school native English readers and ELL readers is seriously hampering the ability of ELLs to benefit from academic instruction across content areas. This compilation of research related to vocabulary is meant for the general ELL educator and well as the more serious reader.
Freeman, Yvonne, David Freeman, and Sandra Mercuri. 2003. “Helping Middle and High School Age English Language Learners Achieve Academic Success.” *NABE Journal of Research and Practice* 1 (1).

The authors of this article are frequent contributors to the area of literature instruction for ELLs. This article is composed of three equally significant sections: profiles of the types of English language learners entering our schools; “Four Keys for Academic Success” for ELL achievement; and a classroom application of the keys for success in the context of a literature unit. All middle and high school teachers of ELLs, especially in the language arts, will find important information embedded in this accessible article.


The online monograph, a product of the Educational Alliance at Brown University, is a comprehensive guide for content teachers in serving the educational needs of English language learners. It discusses demographics, policy, and methods of instruction. While it begins with the theoretical base of academic language acquisition, it also contains practical classroom strategies that will be of interest both to the professional educator of ELLs and to content teachers in various subject areas.


Mota-Altman has been affiliated with the ELL Leadership Team of the NWP and the UCLA Writing Project. She writes in this article about her plan for increasing the academic writing and speaking proficiency of her students, thus allowing them to join in the academic discourse of their content classes. She asserts that higher-order thinking skill practice is not enough, that we need to start from explicit instruction in academic protocols for ELLs and infuse academic language into those protocols. The article makes some important linkages for teachers of ELLs.


Faye Peitzman of the UCLA Writing Project coauthored this text with George Gadda as a guide to help teachers develop more culturally and linguistically aware stances in the education of ELLs in their own classrooms. The book leads the reader through case histories, ethnographic studies, and classroom vignettes with the goal of fostering reflective classroom practice. This short text is for both the content and the English language educator.

This text sets the standard in the field of ELL education for teaching reading and writing in U.S. classrooms and is the staple of many ESL teacher education programs. It overviews program types in ESL and bilingual education and provides a backdrop for the needs of learners, but most importantly, provides the classroom teacher with a wide range of information and classroom strategies for developing literacy. The book was written for all K–12 educators with or without a background in ELL instruction.


Robin Scarcella is a noted writer in study and learning strategies for ELLs. This long article specifically addresses the needs of college-age students for whom English is a second language. It provides a description of the challenges new English learners face in attempting to join the academic discourse community of college and also addresses specific strategies that can be learned to make the transition into college more successful.

**Adult English Language Learners**

*In increasing numbers, post–high school English language learners are joining adult education programs in communities, at social service agencies, in school districts, and in community colleges. The following resources provide insight into their special learning needs.*


This short article describes varieties of first-language literacy found in the new immigrants who are in the process of acquiring literacy in English. It discusses the different writing systems of the adult students and talks about the impact of first-language literacy in the acquisition of English literacy.

DiCerbo, Patricia Anne. 2006. *Resources About Adult English Language Learners*. Available at http://www.n cela.gwu.edu/resabout/adult

The article, available online, serves as an excellent general introduction to the field of adult ESL. It overviews the nature of this learner and the strategies most often employed to instruct adults and discusses the policy issues related to this field.

The information presented on this website, produced by the National Center for Family Literacy, includes many of the relevant topics in adult ESL, such as definitions and terms in the adult ESL field, information on the diverse educational needs of this population, needs assessment, lesson planning, instructional activities, and a host of other valuable material. This forms a comprehensive introduction to programming for adult English language learners.

**Bilingual Education in Schools**

_In this section are resources that define and discuss the benefits of bilingual education—the education of English language learners in both the native language and English. The resources discuss the role of bilingual education in school as well as the importance of learning and maintaining one’s first language at home._


This twelve-page article discusses the effects of California’s Proposition 227, which greatly restricted the use of students’ primary language for instructional purposes in the classroom. The researchers discuss the conflict between the pronouncements of success offered by the proposition’s proponents and the lack of accurate data that would actually prove this success. It is an interesting article for anyone interested in learning about the impact of new educational reform policies in the area of second language learning. It is available online.


In this article, Krashen presents the then-current research supporting bilingual education. He stresses the importance of first-language maintenance and the research underlying bilingual education. He also discusses his views of English language immersion, an issue as timely today in light of current educational reform as it was in 1991. He offers the research about the practices of immersion as a language-teaching method and ends with a short treatise on the importance of reading in the primary language. Krashen, always outspoken in the area of bilingual and second-language education, is particularly clear in this article. It is highly recommended for anyone interested in bilingual education. It is available online.

Stephen Krashen, a leading theorist in the field of second-language acquisition, explores the media’s criticism of bilingual education. He outlines the components of a high-quality bilingual education, while allowing that not all bilingual education offered is of the best design. Dr. Krashen’s work is always informative and thought-provoking and this article does not disappoint. It would be useful to anyone wanting to consider more carefully the topic of bilingual education.


This article focuses on bilingual education programs in the Southwestern United States and provides a historical background of the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 as it relates to Indian schools in this region where a wide variety of indigenous languages exist. The piece also provides an analysis of pedagogy and program structure situated in indigenous communities. This is an interesting piece for teachers and administrators of programs for indigenous students.


According to McLaughlin, teacher understanding of second-language acquisition is essential in utilizing solid instructional strategies for the development of second-language proficiency with young students. It presents guidelines for teaching English learners as well as a summary of principles and practices in the field. This resource is a good introduction or refresher for anyone working with English learners.


This is an online compendium of resources about bilingual education. It presents research and arguments both in favor of and opposed to the practice. The site would be useful for someone doing research about the topic, it is a good starting place that provides a variety of informative sources.


In this article Lily Wong-Fillmore discusses a study that examined language shift among English learners in the United States. Families of immigrant and American Indian students were surveyed
to learn the impact of their children’s learning of English on the language patterns of their families. The outcome of the study is very interesting, and suggests that the loss of primary language can have a profound impact on the family and society, as well as the children themselves. Wong-Fillmore’s is an important voice in the field of bilingual education and this article presents information that merits careful consideration.

**Content Area Instruction for English Language Learners**

*Much of an English language learner’s day in school is spent in content classes (math, English language arts, science, social studies, etc.) and with teachers often not trained in the special teaching practices appropriate for these students. The resources below will help those content teachers to develop new ideas and strategies. In addition, these resources will help the ESL and ELD teacher infuse content material into the language learning classroom.*


This program guide from NCELA provides information for math teachers of English language learners. It overviews instructional strategies, adapted curricula, and appropriate assessment design for ELLs still struggling with academic literacy. It is a practical and reader-friendly guide. It is available online as part of NCELA’s program information guide series at www.ncela.gwu.edu.


This 51-page document published by NCELA provides an overview of the breadth and depth of English language arts teacher preparation programs throughout the United States regarding ELLs. The statistics it provides give credence to the importance of good teacher training to a student’s achievement. This is interesting reading for those working in teacher education as well as administrators who are faced with difficult choices in hiring teachers. It is available online.


This document is one more of NCELA’s series about teacher preparation, this one pertaining to Social Science teachers.

This text presents a thorough overview of the theory and practice of teaching English learners while also providing theory and strategies for teaching students with special needs. It attempts to answer many of the basic questions that teachers ask about English language development. In addition, it provides an overview of terminology and reviews the historical foundations of education, learning, and second-language teaching. Finally, it provides a collection of teaching methods for special-needs English learners.


This guide helps teachers plan, design, and implement science activities for students learning English as a second language. It presents teaching strategies and suggests steps for designing science experiences that effectively integrate language and science. It is part of the NCBE Program Information Series and would be of interest to teachers who teach science content to English learners. It is available online.


Specialists in the field of language education offer the findings of their research and knowledge about a variety of issues in teaching English learners. Topics include sheltered content teaching, language teaching, demographics, discrimination, and culturally diverse classrooms and schools. The book provides practical and knowledgeable information for teachers, administrators, and guidance counselors helping immigrant teenagers feel connected with and successful in high school.


This 26-page article reports on a study conducted in order to plan technical assistance to Arizona secondary schools. This article discusses the importance of a teacher holding high expectations for students and gives suggestions for good teaching practices.

*The Content-Based Classroom* offers selections written by authors who have expertise in a wide range of settings and with a variety of student populations. It includes student activities and discussion questions that may be used in the content-based language classroom.


This article offers a structure for integrating second-language and content instruction through teachers working together to determine language-teaching objectives. This material should be of use to teachers of English learners in a variety of settings.


This lengthy two-part document focuses on two aspects of literacy development for adolescent English Learners: Part 1 provides a focus on motivation and engagement. Part 2 focuses on classroom teaching and learning strategies. These practices come from two areas of research—promoting academic literacy development in adolescents, and developing effective content-area instruction for English learners in secondary schools. Eight instructional practices are discussed in detail to help mainstream content area teachers acquire the skill needed to support the literacy development of their ELL students.

**Cultural Identity and English Language Learners**

*One of the consequences of learning a new language and culture is the loss or diminishment of the home culture. Young people often struggle with mixed identities—they are one person at school and another one at home. The resources in this section address this issue.*


These California researchers discuss ways that teachers, parents, siblings, and program staff can help young Latino students succeed in U.S. schools while still maintaining the values of the home culture. This short article is important reading for teachers working with Latino students, especially those who work with families and the community.

This 23-page article looks at the connection between literacy and cultural identity in a multicultural society. It is valuable reading for educators who are interested in and involved with multicultural education.


The author of this article, a professor of Education at the University of Florida, Gainesville, is an immigrant from China. She points out the difficulties of adapting to life in the United States and discusses the importance of giving English learners a chance to speak English in a safe environment so that they can develop academically and socially. It is important reading for anyone who works with immigrant students.


This article is a conversation between Latino researchers about a variety of issues relative to literacy of Latino students. Their topics include professional development and identity, Latino representation in academe, assessment of linguistically diverse students, current movements in literacy instruction, teaching style / process of instruction, content of instruction, the field of literacy, teacher training, and a discussion of Proposition 227 in California. The article is invaluable for those working with Latino students who would like to read a culturally relevant viewpoint on education today.


This landmark research has been cited numerous times by researchers in the field of education. The article is 33 pages long, and although the text is somewhat dense, provides an important commentary on minority education in the United States. It is an important text for anyone doing research in this field.


This ten-page article chronicles the cultural adaptation of a Laotian student who, due to cultural and linguistic barriers, found it difficult to find her place in school in the United States. It is a
very reader-friendly text that anyone who works with Southeast Asian students would find interesting and useful.

**Diverse English Language Learner Populations**

*In this section we have included resources that focus on the diversity of English learners in the United States. Although many of our English learners are native Spanish speakers, there are many other languages represented among them. These articles look at the cultures, languages, and communities represented in our classrooms.*


The author of this article is an NWP teacher-consultant working at a newcomer school in St. Paul, Minnesota, with a large Hmong student population. The summer before writing this article she traveled to a refugee camp in Thailand where she taught English classes for several weeks to a group of students who would soon be immigrating to the United States. In this article she discusses the broad cultural accommodation that our newcomers face and ways in which she helps them to make the bridge between two cultures. It is a fascinating article that provides important information to teachers and administrators in schools with newcomer populations.


This handbook was produced as part of the Asian and Minority Language Group of the Bilingual Education Office of the State of California. The 128-page reference assists educators in learning how to be effective teachers for Hmong-speaking students. It discusses the history, culture, and language structure of a population that, until the mid-eighties, was largely unknown to American schools. The book addresses both factual information about the culture its implications for teachers. It is an invaluable resource for those working with Hmong students.


This authors of this article, from the University of Texas at San Antonio, are both teacher-consultants with the South Coast Writing Project (CA). In this article they discuss the dilemma of Latino students who feel powerless in the face of failing grades, particularly given the current statistics that indicate that Latino students drop out of school at rates four times as often as some
other groups. They describe four principles for fostering cultural citizenship in classrooms. It is an important piece for anyone who works with Latino students.


The authors of this article have both endured family tragedies that necessitated the development of personal resilience. This article speaks of the strength and spiritual connection contained in the indigenous languages, and the importance of holding on to traditional teaching, family, and the Indians’ faith in the grandfathers as a source of internal strength. This article would be of value to anyone who works with indigenous students.


The author of this short article is a teacher of ELD and English in a California. This article chronicles the process of writing and her efforts to help struggling students learn to express their deepest feelings. She talks about finding space for writing in today’s rigid curriculum as well as how to help students overcome their fear of the blank page. The article is very helpful for anyone who works with struggling high school students, whether English learners or not.


Kevin Lor, a graduate student at the University of Wisconsin, reviews the social and cultural factors that lead Hmong students to join youth gangs. His insider’s viewpoint is invaluable to educators who are trying to make sense of the violence our youth deal with on a daily basis. The article is available online.


This 31-page literature review by a professor of education is an extremely thorough discussion of Hmong-American students in the United States. He provides insight into the culture and into the factors that impede Hmong students’ acquisition of the academic skills needed for success in the college classroom. It is an excellent resource for teachers of Southeast Asian students who are long-term English learners. It is available online.

This article refers to the Tohono O’odham community of southern Arizona. It discusses the connection between “school literacy” and native oral narrative traditions, pointing out how the two types of literacy are connected in the writing of the children. It also offers recommendations for ways in which educators can access the linguistic and cultural resources of the indigenous students to promote literacy in English, their second language.

English Language Arts Classrooms and English Language Learners

Is learning the English language arts the same for all students, including ELLs? In what ways should instruction be adapted if at all? How does an ELA teacher choose culturally relevant literature for all students? These are just some of the emerging issues discussed in this section of resources for the elementary, middle, and high school teachers of English literature, reading, and writing.


This text sets the standard in the field of ELL education for teaching reading and writing in U.S. classrooms and is the staple of many ESL teacher education programs. It overviews program types in ESL and bilingual education, provides a backdrop for the needs of learners, and most importantly, provides the classroom teacher with a wide range of information and classroom strategies for developing literacy. The book was written for all K–12 educators with or without a background in ELL instruction.


The cross-national contexts of Hong Kong and Canada frame this argument for why teaching literature is concurrently teaching language and culture. The article discusses the selection of pieces of literature, the global contexts in which ESL students can find literary meaning, and the importance of share time and student response in the ESL and ELA classrooms.

This comprehensive article from the Office of Bilingual Education Symposium addresses the connections between listening comprehension, decoding, linguistic factors, and other factors in the transferring of literacy skills from a first language to a second. It discusses the role of home literacy and schooling in literacy development. While it deals with theoretical issues, the article is accessible to the novice in the field who wants to know more about literacy transitions.


The author, Dana Dusbiber, was a long-standing member of the ELL Leadership Team and is a noted literacy coordinator in California. In her article she exhorts teachers of ELLs to develop a global view in the selection of classroom literature and to read and learn with the students about the multiple cultures occupying our classrooms. She suggests an attitude of “creative non-compliance” when facing the canon of state-recommended literature and encourages teacher commitment to giving students entry points into literature that will engage and connect them. At the end of the article she provides an excellent list of literature about other cultures.


This brief article by Freeman and Freeman in a National Council of Teachers of English publication provides a rationale for why we need to select culturally relevant texts for our ELLs and, more importantly, elaborates on the elements that make a text culturally relevant and provides examples of the elements.


This text is a valuable resource for ELL or mainstream K–12 teachers, discussing the whys and hows of literature-based instruction, and the many ways in which oral language and reading and writing are developed through literature. The chapters are organized around genres, including poetry, multicultural literature, folklore, fiction, and nonfiction. A list of professional literature and resources is included.

In the noted publication by NCTE, the authors discuss the case studies of four bilingual children in a language arts program and the factors that impacted their progress in literacy development in two languages and cultures.


This report discusses one urban school district’s successful approach to transitioning elementary grade children from the native-language-medium classroom, in this case, Spanish, into the traditional English classroom. The article is notable for its techniques for literature instruction, and also includes a comprehensive unit plan for using the Native American novel *Annie and the Old One* for an English language arts classroom that includes English language learners.

**Emerging Literacy and ELLs in Early Elementary Settings**

*The study of emerging literacy for young English language learners is a critical area, yet few resources address this special group. The following resources will help the elementary practitioner to begin learning more about our youngest learners.*


Brisk and Harrington present research about the benefits of building on the knowledge that students bring with them to the classroom. While examples deal first with helping students develop their primary language in a second-language classroom, examples also pertain to second-language use. Classroom case studies illustrate the theories and strategies around the development of language skills in bilingual-bicultural classrooms, ranging from early primary through high school.


The author writes about the concept of education from the perspective of Mexican-American families and their young children. He discusses the idea that education is broad-based and includes not only information, but also moral education, which is one responsibility of schooling.
This is an article that values the perceptions of families as embedded in culture and is an important article for sensitizing educators to family values.


English language learners in New Zealand were studied to investigate the benefits of the reading of stories to young children, a common practice. The researchers determined that oral reading increases the vocabulary of young ELLs.


Gibbons has collected a variety of language-learning strategies, “practical suggestions,” and the theories that support them. The book focuses on elementary language learners in Australia, but examples are provided from many countries’ language learners.


Language learners are found in all classrooms, and frequently the elementary mainstream teacher struggles to understand the best practice for effective language instruction. In this book Gibbons focuses on scaffolding elementary instruction. Utilizing theoretical understandings about learning from Vygotsky and Halliday, the book looks at the many ways that students and teachers work together to develop new understandings of language and academic content.


Chapters discuss theoretical perspectives on the education of refugee children, educational implications surrounding refugee trauma, second language acquisition, resilience, migration, and policy issues. This book is a must-read for any teacher who works with refugee children.


Hudelson, arguably the leading researcher in the education of young English language learners, discusses her opinion of the role of a child’s first language in learning the second and developing literacy in the second. She discusses the transfer of literacy skill from one language to the other and argues for a strong foundation in first-language literacy.

Cristina Igoa has composed a narrative text that intertwines the lives of her young immigrant students and her own life as the teacher of these children. She writes of the loneliness of straddling cultures and language and the trauma of being uprooted from the home culture into a new and frightening world. This book describes a classroom environment and rich activities that will both foster literacy engagement and begin the process of emotional healing within the reality of the new culture. Elementary teachers who have English language learners in their classrooms will find valuable information about language acquisition and invaluable literacy tools in the experience of Igoa.


This text is one book in a series on collaborative partnerships between ESL and classroom teachers that highlights the need for and the value of collaboration and offers vignettes of teachers and schools that have found effective collaborative models. This text is organized around an inservice model; it presents vignettes, includes discussion questions and case studies, and highlights “pedagogical dilemmas” that often occur in real school settings.


According to McLaughlin, teacher understanding of second language acquisition is an essential part of utilizing solid instructional strategies for the development of second-language proficiency. The book presents guidelines for teaching English learners as well as a summary of principles and practices in the field. This resource is a good introduction or refresher for anyone working with English learners.


This comprehensive website pulls together diverse sources of information about early childhood literacy including program models of early education for ELLs, information about young English language learning patterns, the importance of family and important demographics. It is essential reading for anyone interested in this topic.

This 58-page teacher’s guide provides a framework for using the findings of the National Reading Panel in the classroom. It describes the NRP findings and provides analysis and discussion in five areas of reading instruction: phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and text comprehension. Although it does not focus on ELLs, the basic framework it provides is applicable to all beginning readers of English.


Based on the most recent research around ELLs and language acquisition, Samway’s model emphasizes what language learners *can* do instead of what they can’t. The author discusses cultural diversity and its role in the literacy instruction of elementary ELLs.

**English Language Learners: Portraits and Challenges**

*Perhaps the best way to learn about English learners is through their own stories and voices. The resources below were chosen to appeal to the teacher through the medium of narratives. While some choices are pure autobiography, others document the real lives of our learners.*


This is an engaging book written by a teenaged Afghan-American who spent two summers in post-Taliban Afghanistan when his father was called back to be governor of a northern province. Previous to this time, he had grown up in Oakland, California, where his father owned a clothing shop. The reader feels a part of his journey between two worlds, as he rediscovers the land and culture of his parents and then must go back and live in the United States.


This autobiographical narrative tells the story of the author’s childhood abandonment and his incarceration as an adult in New Mexico. When he entered prison as a young adult, he was functionally illiterate. Although ultimately the author emerges with his pride intact and able to read and write, it is a sad story, which unfortunately is not limited to this one person’s experience. The story is captivating.

This anthropological study is a fascinating account of a Hmong child in the United States who was diagnosed with a condition that caused severe seizures. The story shows the stark differences between Hmong shamanistic medicine and American medical practices, and the spoken and written misunderstandings that often arise as a result of cultural clashes such as this book describes.


In this collection of coming-of-age essays written by authors from various cultures throughout Asia, the experience of being Asian American in the United States comes to life. Many of the essays address the straddling of American and Asian cultures, the impact on families, and the formation of identities that are free from the traditional boundaries of either culture. The chapters are authentic and center on issues of youth.


“I am nobody. And my story is the same as a million others. Poor Mexican American. Female child.” Elva Treviño Hart tells the story of her life as a child of migrant workers traveling the circuit from Texas to Minnesota in search of agricultural work. The engaging book talks authentically about desire for a stable home life and her reach for academic achievement in an often hostile world.


Cristina Igoa has composed a narrative text that intertwines the lives of her young immigrant students and her own life as the teacher of these children. She writes of the loneliness of straddling cultures and languages and of the trauma of being uprooted from the home culture into a new and frightening world. This book describes a classroom environment and rich activities that will both foster literacy engagement and begin the process of emotional healing within the reality of the new culture. Elementary teachers who have English language learners in their classrooms will find valuable information about language acquisition and invaluable literacy tools in the experience of Igoa.

Jimenez, Francisco. 2001 *Breaking Through*. Houghton Mifflin

In these two books, Jiménez, now a professor, writes of his early years as a child of migrant workers, moving from Mexico up into the agricultural regions of the United States. The book is often used as a reading for middle school students, since it is authentically written through the eyes of a child; however, the recounting of interruptions in schooling, disruptions of family life, and the emotional traumas of frequent moves is significant for educators of ELLs as well.


These two pieces, available for purchase from Pacific News, are collections of stories written by a young Mien boy from the Bay Area in California. It provides a picture of the culture of some of our Southeast-Asian students, and gives insight into their search for identity and for a place to fit in. Although it is about the Mien culture specifically, other students also identify with it and have been inspired by the stories and essays collected therein. The stories, poetry, and essays are a pleasure to read.


This collection of essays by now-famous writers Sherman Alexie, W. S. Penn, Gloria Bird, Luci Tapahonso, and others revolves around early experiences with English literacy, experiences confronting life in a non-Indian world, and journeys in finding Native American identity. One of the most compelling essays, “They Moved Over the Mountain” by Tapahonso, recounts life in the Navajo mission boarding school and shows how assimilationist perspectives have contributed to merging, and sometimes loss, of language and culture. The autobiographies of these authors contain life lessons applicable to all educators of ELLs; the essays also talk about the creative process of speaking and writing as expression of Native American heritage.


This is a diverse collection of essays by noted authors about the Native American experience in current American society. Most of the entries address sociocultural and sociolinguistic issues, such as the role of indigenous languages, symbolic racism, and the state of Native American communities in contemporary society. Laurie Smith, a member of the ELL Leadership Team, writes that books such as this one “begin to lay the foundation for helping both non-Native and Native educators to recognize and to understand the underlying issues . . . of Indian literature and curriculum.”

This anthology of stories, essays, letters, and poems is about what it is like to grow up between two cultures. The entries are all brief, written by young Asian-American women in the United States and Canada. Their stories speak of their feelings of alienation in the country of their birth as well as the country of their ancestors. The strong writing and the timely topics make this book a worthwhile addition to a classroom or teacher’s library. Students love picking it up and reading a few random entries.


Laurie Olsen is the lead researcher in an organization called California Tomorrow. Olsen spent over two years conducting an ethnographic study of an urban high school, referred to as “Madison High.” The study detailed patterns of segregation and bias and issues of educational equity surrounding the English language learners in the midst of a large high school located in a community experiencing rapidly increasing diversity. This is a compelling book that every high school teacher should read in an effort to understand the place of ESL and English learners in a typical school system.


This is a collection of stories, available for purchase by Pacific News, written by young Salvadorans living in the United States. Much has been written about the long civil war in El Salvador during the 1980s, but little has been written about the lives of the Salvadoran refugees who came to live in the United States during that time. These are authentic stories, written by the survivors of that episode of history.


This book chronicles of the author’s life as a gang member in East Los Angeles when he was a youth. He wrote the book for his son, whom he saw heading down a similar path. The book is graphic but beautifully written, and provides insight into a problem that is rampant today.

In this autobiographical book, the author speaks of the impact that education had on his life and his relationship with his family and culture. While education gave him a way to connect to the world outside of his family culture, it also created a separation. As he became more a part of the world outside his immediate culture, he became less a part of his family. This work is interesting and thought-provoking, and leads to a recognition of the importance of maintaining one’s own culture even while assimilating into another. This work is often used in college multicultural education courses.


The twin texts reflect the findings of the Children of Immigrants Longitudinal Study (CILS), which took place in the United States in the 1990s. It reports on “patterns of acculturation, family and school life, language, identity, experiences of discrimination, . . . and achievement” (xvii). While both texts are dense with information and statistics, the results of the study cast light on the differing acculturation patterns of various cultural groups including Vietnamese, Mexican American, Filipino, and other immigrant waves. *Legacies* also offers compelling stories of immigrant families and the culture shift that is occurring in each succeeding generation. This is a rich source of information for the reader who is interested in a particular cultural group in the classroom or in learning more about overall patterns of school and life achievement for these immigrant Americans.


“For the children of immigrants today, it is the best of times and the worst of times,” state the authors. This thoughtful and authentic book deals with the status of immigrant children in the United States through an examination of family change, achievement of children in schools, and the transition to the workplace. What are the dreams of these children and what are their realities? All readers will find this fascinating reading on a reality we often idealize or demonize.


This book provides a profile of the Vietnamese immigrant student in U.S. schools and society, including the history of resettlement, patterns of acculturation, language use, factors contributing to achievement, and most importantly, the critical importance of family as support system. Teachers with Vietnamese students will benefit from this comprehensive coverage of the culture.
**Equity and Access in Education for English Learners**

According to the Supreme Court decision that mandates English language or bilingual support for ELLs (*Lau v. Nichols* 1974), “there is no equality of treatment merely by providing students with the same facilities, textbooks, teachers, and curriculum; for students who do not understand English are effectively foreclosed from any meaningful education.” This section includes articles that discuss the importance of equity (not equality) and accessibility of educational resources for students for whom English is a new language.


Jim Cummins is one of the preeminent scholars in the field of bilingualism and biliteracy. In this undated article, taken from his website (which contains additional articles), he discusses the arguments for and against bilingual education along with the supporting research for each viewpoint. He then goes on to discuss a “transformative pedagogy” for English learners. Anyone interested in learning more about the theories underlying second-language acquisition and bilingual education would benefit from reading this article.


The authors of this extensive article, well-known researchers on equity issues, review the conditions of schooling for English learners in California, the state with the largest concentration of such students. They propose that there are seven areas in which English learners receive an education that is inferior to that of native English speakers. The article was originally prepared as background information for the case of *Williams v. the State of California*, a class action suit. It is important reading for program directors and school administrators who have a population of English learners in their schools.


This 22-page article discusses the effects of new educational policies on English language learners and their teachers. It presents empirical evidence of the consequences of new educational reforms on this student population in California. It is formatted as a discussion and presents compelling information for those involved in English language development program design and management. It is available online.

*Writing for a Change* is a new book published by the National Writing Project in collaboration with the Centre for Social Action in the UK. It shows teachers how to engage students in real-world problem-solving activities that can help students to gain voice, authority, and passion for reading and writing. The book discusses the tension between the state-mandated and assessed curriculum and the action-based curriculum that teachers know effectively engages students in deeper ways. It presents case studies by teachers and students who have implemented Social Action activities in classrooms and provides specific classroom activities that foster the process.


In this article, Nieto speaks to the necessity of addressing issues of multicultural education that go deeper than simply playing ethnic music or having multicultural food fairs. While not dismissing these activities, she points out that they often disguise the deeply ingrained inequalities in education that exist in many schools of great diversity. This is an important article, challenging many of our existing educational practices while providing suggestions for change.


This article reports on an inquiry project the author participated in with a group of urban teachers in Boston. She had noticed that often schools in high-poverty areas not only have the least resources but also experience the highest level of teacher mobility. She points to the high rate of new-teacher dropout from these schools, and the difficulty in recruiting and retaining excellent teachers. She discovered this inquiry group made up of seven excellent Boston teachers who had stayed, and she wondered why. Here she describes her experience of the group and what she learned from them that applies to other teachers and other schools. All those teachers who keep teaching—or aspire to keep teaching—despite the obstacles they face in their schools and classrooms will resonate with this article.


This book is designed around five major strategies that can help schools become more responsive to the needs of language-minority and immigrant students. They include creating a core of student advocates, using data and inquiry to focus and monitor work, developing an understanding of immigrant students’ experiences, supporting student voices, and changing practice within the classroom. It is practical guide to changing the educational practices that, consciously or not, exclude immigrant students. It is a must-read for anyone who cares about
changing the ways in which schools function in order to truly provide an education to all students.


This short (4 page) article, written by a leader in mathematics education, stresses the importance of addressing bias and discrimination in our schools and in society in general. He posits that while it is difficult to address the issues, it causes more difficulties in the long run when we fail to address them. Weissglass offers a structure for safely holding conversations about delicate and possibly painful subjects. The article is pertinent for anyone living and working in a multicultural society.

**Essential Bookshelf for New and Practicing Teachers of ELLs**

*The impetus for this section stems from the question often asked of seasoned ESL professionals: “What book should I read where I can learn to teach ESL?” This list of multiple texts attests to the breadth of information needed to effectively teach English to speakers of other languages. The list was culled from a longer list of suggestions submitted by a range of ESL teachers in multiple contexts about what constitutes a professional “bookshelf.” What was most surprising was the extent of agreement about the text choices.*


Unless a teacher of students from other cultures can see “America” as just one of many diverse cultures in the world, and not “the culture” of the world, there is little hope of understanding the puzzlement an ELL learner will experience in trying to define and understand the behavior of the peoples of the United States. While this book may overemphasize some stereotypes of American culture, it provides rich insight for the American reader in seeing just how others view us. This is fascinating reading; the reader will find new vision into just what makes the United States a “culture.”


This easy-to-read book is formed around ten questions that ELL and mainstream classroom teachers may have about working with language learners. Each chapter is organized around a key question and supported with a classroom story and reflection. The questions address issues of literacy, oral language development, primary language development (when the teacher doesn’t speak the child’s language), and development of student learning strategies.
While the title may seem pretentious, this in fact, is the sourcebook for almost all ELL professional educators and is the one book you should take with you if you teach abroad where grammar is often the focus of the learning. The comprehensive coverage of English grammar is technical, but unlike grammar books for native English speaking students, this book targets those who teach English as a language specifically. The grammar framework is based on transformational grammar; each chapter covers the language structure, discusses common uses for the grammar and then provides teaching suggestions. Although you may not “know” the entire book, it is the book you reach for first when planning a grammar lesson for your class.

Chamot and O’Malley are leading writers in the field of academic language development and the assessment of academic literacy. Their early work, the comprehensive CALLA Handbook remains a classic in the area of academic literacy, learning strategies, and study skills for English learners. It is most valuable for examining content-specific (science, math, social studies, and literature) language and effective instructional techniques for the ELL content-based classroom. It is a valuable text for both the ESL/bilingual educator and content area teachers.

Teachers of English learners need to be knowledgeable about computer-assisted language learning and other new technologies to help students gain in proficiency, especially in reading and writing. New technology has the potential to engage students in authentic language situations without their leaving the classroom and to provide the intensive language practice that is necessary for mastery learning. This book is valuable for teachers at all levels and provides information for all levels of technology access.

This 500-page text is a grammar book for teachers of English, not necessarily researchers. It covers the range of topics that are most likely to cause difficulty in the ELL classroom but also includes “sound grammar” topics such as stress and intonation patterns. Teachers have found that the teaching tips and techniques effectively bridge the divide between knowledge of grammar and instruction in the classroom.

Each short chapter in this text presents a teaching principle that is known to be effective for the ELL classroom. It gives specific strategies for implementing that principle, and supplies a vignette so that the novice teacher can contextualize its use. Because each strategy is relatively independent of the others, the organization of the book can appear confusing; however, the information contained in this text bridges the theoretical and the practical, an element so often missing in ELL teacher texts.


Laurie Olsen is the lead researcher in an organization called California Tomorrow. Olsen spent over two years conducting an ethnographic study of an urban high school, referred to as “Madison High.” The study detailed patterns of segregation and bias and issues of educational equity surrounding the English language learners in the midst of a large high school located in a community experiencing rapidly increasing diversity. This is a compelling book that every high school teacher should read in an effort to understand the place of ESL and English learners in a typical school system.


In this era of high-stakes assessment, this text reminds us of the critical nature of authentic and classroom-based assessment. The authors, leaders in TESOL and authors of many books and articles, begin with an explication of types of assessment and then devote the majority of the text to the subject of using assessment for the purpose of knowing when your students are learning and gaining in language proficiency and when they are not. The chapters cover the language skill areas, but listening comprehension is notably missing. Particularly helpful for the novice teacher is that the book provides an abundance of rubrics, checklists, and other assessment schemes that can easily be adapted to any classroom situation. The book is accessible for even the new teacher.


This text, written by the expert in the field of learning strategies, offers a comprehensive view of the ways students best learn a new language. The information presented is valuable, but may present a reading challenge as the book is oriented to teacher educators rather than classroom practice. This is considered one of the classics in the field.

This Richard-Amato text has introduced new ELL teachers to the field for many years. The book serves as a broad introduction to the foundations of ESL, covering the key theories, terms, and principles upon which more advanced books are based. The book contains chapters on language acquisition theory, literacy development, principles of effective teaching, and models of ELL instructional delivery and includes an overview of various techniques that can be implemented in the classroom.


TESOL is the leading professional organization in the field of ESL and is home base for EFL and ESL educators worldwide. Available through the TESOL website, this book outlines the standards for teaching and learning in preschool through 12. Many of the U.S. state standards are based on this framework.

### Family Literacy and English Language Learners

*The articles in this section discuss the importance of including families in the educational process and provide some suggestions for how to do so.*


This article investigates whether repeated reading at home with an audio model is a valuable supplement to the literacy instructional program of second-language learners. The article is available online and would be of interest to teachers wishing to find alternate methods of accelerating their students’ reading capacity.


This well-known article, written by a team of researchers in Arizona, explores the wealth of resources and knowledge available in Latino homes, knowledge that is seldom utilized in the school setting. Further, this article describes the process of a study group: the members went into Latino homes to understand the funds of knowledge and then met as a group to collectively analyze their observations. The article points out the transformative power of the connection between community and school cultures. While this piece focuses specifically on Latino
households, it would be of value to both teachers and administrators of programs with participants from many cultures.


Dolores Perez, a teacher from Sabal Palms Writing Project in Texas, is a member of Project Outreach as well as of the NWP ELL Leadership Team. In this short article she tells the story of the “Family Literacy Nights” she and her colleagues held in two middle schools in her community. She gives sage advice to others who might wish to hold a similar event, including guidelines and sample themes for such events.


In this piece, Guadalupe Valde, a professor of education, discusses the differences between the home culture and how the culture of schools responds to or fails to respond to the needs of immigrant children. Her study examined the process of English acquisition for two middle school young students who arrived in this country with no English and describes the challenges they faced in academic achievement.

**Language Acquisition and Learning**

*This section provides resources for learning more about how children and adults learn a new language. What is the process through which this language is learned? What factors facilitate or hinder this learning? What are the implications for the classroom? The resources were chosen to address the needs of all teachers, ranging from the new explorer of linguistics to the educator-researcher.*


Susan Black, an educational research consultant, has written a short article about how students learn to speak English. She gives some techniques that teachers may use to help students improve their spoken English, and tells why that is important. The article would be useful to new teachers who are wondering how to help their students attain proficiency in speaking English. It is available online at [http://texasedequity.blogspot.com/2005/05/english-spoken-here.html](http://texasedequity.blogspot.com/2005/05/english-spoken-here.html).

Stephen Krashen is a major researcher in the field of second-language acquisition. This book is one of many that address the basics of acquiring English. He delineates his five key hypotheses about second language acquisition and explains how those theories are used in practice. This book is essential reading for any teacher who is beginning to work with English learners.


This article describes a study by recognized researchers in the field, which attempted to determine how long it actually takes to acquire oral English and academic English proficiency. It is important reading for those who are faced with shortened time frames to facilitate English acquisition, such as in California or Arizona where the passage of new laws has reduced the accepted time for teaching English to newcomers.

Lucas, Tamara. *Influences on the Educational Experiences of Immigrant Students in U.S. Schools.* National Clearinghouse for English Language Acquisition and Language. Available at [www.ncela.gwu.edu/pathways/immigration/influences.htm](http://www.ncela.gwu.edu/pathways/immigration/influences.htm)

Lucas explains the multiple factors that influence the effectiveness of schooling and of acculturation to America for recent immigrants. Topics discussed include, among others, individual factors, family factors, the relationship between the home culture and the United States, and the conditions of immigration. This is a valuable article because it brings together multiple perspectives of the immigration experience.


This 11-page article, produced by the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, attempts to debunk five misconceptions or myths about the learning of English as a second language. Each myth is followed by a discussion of related research. It is important for teachers of language-minority students, who need to understand the complexities of the process of learning English.

This expansive report focuses in particular on two subpopulations of immigrant children that pose special challenges to secondary schools but have received little attention. One subpopulation is immigrant teens who arrive in the U.S. school system with significant gaps in their schooling. Many of these youth are not fully literate in their native language, much less in English. The second subpopulation is students from language-minority homes who have been in U.S. schools for a significant period but have yet to master basic language and literacy skills. While these students may be orally proficient in English, their reading and writing skills lag behind those of their student counterparts. This report is important reading for those teaching ELLs, since it broadens the well-recognized concepts of BICS and CALP.


This introductory text by a noted researcher in the field covers the major topical areas in second-language acquisition (SLA) in a readable format for the teacher who has little or no previous knowledge. The terminology introduced provides a valuable foundation for further reading.

**Long-Term English Learners / Generation 1.5**

An increasing number of English learners in our schools are U.S. born and have been educated in U.S. schools since early childhood. They struggle with a different set of issues than newcomers who were educated in their first language. This section includes articles that look at the problems these students face and offer suggestions for assisting this group to reach grade-level academic proficiency.


In this book David and Yvonne Freeman discuss students who are long-term English learners, or learners who remain classified as LEP (limited English proficient) even though they have spent a significant period or have been wholly educated in U.S. schools. The authors’ concerns center on the inability of this group to meet academic achievement goals commensurate with their peers, often because of a disruption in education. The authors provide both explanations and suggestions for helping these students. This resource is of interest to teachers and administrators who are struggling to help more advanced students acquire academic English.
This short article, by a noted researcher in the field of long-term English learners, describes what many people call “Generation 1.5” students—those who are neither new immigrants nor native speakers of English, those who have been accepted to a university but find themselves unprepared for college-level reading and writing. She describes the characteristics of such students as well as giving ideas for helping them progress academically. This book would be particularly interesting to those who are preparing long-term English learners for college success as well as those who work with these students in the university setting.


A variety of respected researchers contributed to this book on Generation 1.5 students and college writing, exploring issues of language and culture and examining the contexts in which these students must write. Some chapters provide guidance in improving writing programs for Generation 1.5 students.


Lynn Jacobs, ELL Coordinator for Northern California Writing Project and a member of the NWP ELL Leadership Team, works with high-school-age long-term English learners. In this short article she describes a book titled Love Ties My Shoes, which her students wrote and edited. She explains briefly how it came about and possible reasons it helped to improve their literacy or at least their self-confidence as writers and literate people. The article is valuable reading for teachers who work with long-term English learners.


In this book the author describes the experience of multicultural students in American high schools. It is fascinating to read. Anecdotal yet clearly based on current research, it gives insights regarding the high school experience for many of our long-term English learners, students who live between two cultures, not completely a part of either.

This resource is the transcript of a presentation given at TESOL in Baltimore in 2003. Eighteen pages long, it is divided into six parts: definitions of the long-term English learner population; demographics and socioeconomics of the post-1965 immigration; arrival, adaptation, acculturation and identity formation; language acquisition; academic literacy; and K–college schooling experiences of long-term English learners. The article provides a comprehensive overview of the phenomenon of Generation 1.5 or long-term English learners, and would be useful to educators who are faced with teaching this group of students.

School Administrator Resources and References

Key players in the collaborative team in support of our English language learners in school are school administrators and school support personnel. What do school administrators and school personnel need to know to effectively lead reform efforts aimed at improving the achievement of these learners? What do administrators need to know in the hiring and mentoring of ESL faculty? What inservice programs for mainstream teachers will be most valuable in affecting the academic achievement of ELLs? The resources listed below offer some answers to these questions.


Abedi is an educational researcher whose work focuses on the validity of state testing for English language learners. This 11-page article, while technical in sections, deals with key equity issues of assessing ELL performance on tests that have been designed for native English speakers. The comprehensive article reveals the statistical challenges faced in assessing the diverse student group labeled “ELLs” and also discusses the inequitable burden of proving AYP for school districts with a high ELL population. This is an important article for the reader who wishes a deeper picture of the problems with wide-scale ELL assessment.


This report, co-funded by the Carnegie Foundation and the Center for Applied Linguistics, is a 56-page document outlining the challenges that secondary ELLs face in trying to meet grade-level academic expectations while they are still acquiring the English language. Double the Work outlines an action-oriented agenda that includes reform in teacher education and educational
research, reform in school administration practices for ELLs, and the introduction of new instructional approaches likely to increase student achievement. This report is crucial reading for all individuals who work with secondary ELLs, whether as classroom teachers, support teachers, or administrators. It is available online.


This brief piece is a transcript of a declaration made by the author regarding the possibility of the effectiveness of California’s Proposition 227 on the learning of English by immigrant children. This legislation changed the way California schools educate English learners, mandating a short-term program of immersion after which students would ostensibly be ready for participation in mainstream classes. Citing both her experience in the field of linguistics and data acquired through research, she concludes that the premise of that proposition is faulty. This is fascinating reading for educators who must adhere to the guidelines of Proposition 227, or those faced with the possibility of a similar reform program being instituted in their state. It is available online.


The authors of this extensive article, well-known researchers on equity issues, review the conditions of schooling for English learners in California, the state with the largest concentration of such students. They propose that there are seven areas in which English learners receive an education that is inferior to that of native English speakers. The article was originally prepared as background information for the case of Williams v. the State of California, a class action suit. It is important reading for program directors and school administrators who have a population of English learners in their schools.


This 24-page academic article by two researchers in the field of education policy and practice investigates the complexities of students’ use of their native languages in school. It argues that programs for English learners need to be reconsidered in the interest of leaving behind the politically and emotionally reactive debate that surrounds the subject of teaching English to language-minority students. This article provides an important view of this controversial topic.
This expansive report focuses in particular on two subpopulations of immigrant children that pose special challenges to secondary schools but have received little attention. One subpopulation is immigrant teens who arrive in the U.S. school system with significant gaps in their schooling. Many of these youth are not fully literate in their native language, much less in English. The second subpopulation is students from language-minority homes who have been in U.S. schools for a significant period but have yet to master basic language and literacy skills. While these students may be orally proficient in English, their reading and writing skills lag behind those of their student counterparts. This report is important reading for those teaching ELLs, since it broadens the well-recognized concepts of BICS and CALP.

**Standards and High-Stakes Testing for English Language Learners**

*Under NCLB, English language learners are no longer the hidden minority.* ELL achievement will be judged against native English speaker achievement; there is an expectation that ELLs will meet the same standards and take the same or similar assessments as their peers. *Is this an achievable goal? What are the pitfalls of assessing ELLs in the era of high-stakes testing? The following resources address these issues and more.*


Abedi and Dietel, educational researchers associated with CRESST (National Center for Research on Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing), outline the difficulties of assessing English language learners in math and language arts when using the same standards and assessment tools used with native English speakers. This is a good first introduction to the inherent inequities of state testing under NCLB.


This accessible article written by a member of the American Educational Research Association discusses the complex issue of meeting standards for English language learners set in line with those for native-English-speaking peers. While the article praises the goal of raising the achievement expectations for ELLs, it talks about the significant barriers to achieving those goals centering on Opportunity to Learn criteria. This is an important summary article for educators interested in ELL issues.

Appearing in *The Voice*, this short article discusses the frustration of teaching to the standardized curriculum for one teaching consultant working in a bilingual classroom. The author laments on the loss of joy in her curriculum and the lack of classroom community in her culturally diverse student body as she endeavors to teach to the core learning plan mandated by one large city school system. Puntel’s article presents an important counter-argument for the scripted curriculum.

**Writing and English Language Learners**

*The process of writing for ELLs is not just grammar practice, nor is it the same as that experienced and practiced by native English speakers. It stands as a unique process that is just beginning to be understood. How is the process different? How is the ability to write well in English acquired? To what extent do culturally different writers have to conform to Western style academic forms? What can a teacher of writing do to facilitate writing success in these learners? These resources offer some answers to these complex questions.*


A teacher uses writing to unlock the voices of her English language learners, who are children of migrant workers. The article talks about the power of writing with these learners.


Dana Ferris and John Hedgcock attempt to bridge theory and classroom practice in this book intended for the teacher audience. The book covers a wide array of topics in the study of composition and encourages the teacher-reader to reflect on writing theory. The topics chosen for the chapters are instruction driven and will provide some practical guidance for teachers of composition. Each chapter includes application activities appropriate for a teacher education program.
A variety of respected researchers contributed to this book on Generation 1.5 students and college writing. It provides a good compendium of research findings about Generation 1.5 students—U.S.-educated English language learners. The chapters address the programmatic, instructional, and ethical challenges of working with these long-term English learners. The unique cultural issues are also discussed.

Sarah Hudelson is an outstanding researcher and writer on emerging literacy in a second language. Her book Write On is a classic in the field. Hudelson discusses the writing processes of the ELL child and comments on specific instructional strategies that will encourage the development of literacy with new writers.

This classic article was the first to explain the benefits of dialogue journals for acquiring the English language. It gives reasons why this strategy is effective and provides some classroom suggestions for implementation. It is as valuable today as when it was first written.

This recent addition to second-language writing texts is a compilation of chapters written by the leading experts in the field. The chapters attempt to provide a comprehensive view of ELL writing composition research and practice. Although the content focuses primarily on college composition for ELL writers, some of the content may be applied to secondary ELL writing. This text is most appropriate for the serious ELL writing professional.

With chapter contributions by the leaders in the field of second-language writing, this current text furthers the work on ELL writers in college by addressing the real issues of curriculum, feedback, home language use in composing, and writer identity in a theoretical frame. This text is for professionals with a good grounding in writing theory for ELLs.
Panofsky, Carolyn, Maria Pacheco, Sara Smith, Janet Santos, Chad Fogelman, Margaret Harrington, and Erica Kenney. 2005. Approaches to Writing Instruction for Adolescent English Language Learners: A Discussion of Recent Research and Practice Literature in Relation to Nationwide Standards on Writing. The Education Alliance at Brown University. Available at http://www.alliance.brown.edu/pubs/writ_instrct/apprchwrtng.pdf

Available in a full-text downloadable document, this important report summarizes the current state of adolescent ELL writing research, instructional programs, and classroom practices, especially as they apply to state standards and assessment. It attempts to explain the achievement gap between native and nonnative writers and calls for significantly more research in secondary and first-year college writing. Appendix C includes a comprehensive annotated list of key texts in the field.


This text sets the standard in the field of ELL education for teaching reading and writing in U.S. classrooms and is the staple of many ESL teacher education programs. It overviews program types in ESL and bilingual education, provides a backdrop for the needs of learners, and most importantly, provides the classroom teacher with a wide range of information and classroom strategies for developing literacy. The book was written for all K–12 educators with or without a background in ELL instruction.


The authors discuss how the writing workshop format differs when the students are English language learners. They describe the challenges of implementing writing workshop, not just with ELLs, but with all students in the context of a traditionally oriented language arts program.


There are few articles that discuss the writing process of elementary school ELLs. This article reflects on the composing process of four Southeast Asian children as they create and revise their writing and respond to the writing of others.
We wish to thank all the members of the ELL Leadership Team and our National Writing Project partners for their invaluable suggestions for pieces to be included in this document.
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